Nads, Alpha Sigs To Meet

By JOHN WOLF

Thrasher Sports Staff

The Alpha Sigs and the Nads meet Friday afternoon at 4:45 o'clock to decide the intramural football championship for 1959. Both teams are undefeated in four games.

The Nads dominated play in the Friday league, while the Alpha Sigs coasted through the Thursday League schedule with little difficulty.

Whip Leftovers

The Alpha Sigs, favored by fifteen points, demonstrated an homogeneous blend of power and polish last Friday as they edged the highly regarded Leftovers 14-8. Cold, sharp winds whipped across the desolate intramural fields as the Alpha Sigs were victorious in one of the most viscerally played games in Rice's intramural history.

The Alpha Sigs fluid offense is sparked by the deadly passing of Eddie Sivess and the receiving of Jim Fox, Russel Bowers, and Jack Lowe. Harry Lynch, Robert Christian and Chuck Roser provide excellent blocking with Buzz Crutcher and George Fowler leading the defensive alignment.

Good Defense

Against this lightning attack, the Nads will offer a defense (known as the Israeli Marauders) that allowed only one first down in league play. Buddy Herz and Tex Fulton are fiery rushers with Chuck Caldwell, John Reese, John Wolf and Wayne Hanson patrolling the secondary.

Alex Greenwood, D. G. Kobs and Bob Moody are favorite receivers for the accurate tosses of Hamilton, as the Nads try to accelerate their somewhat lethargic offense (known as the Go-Team). Rolfe Johnson and Norman Reynolds are blocking backs.

Alpha Sigs Favored

In summation, it would seem that the Alpha Sigs must be favored by at least two touchdowns. The Sigs possess a strong, well balanced unit. The Nads have thus far shown more confidence than ability.